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Designer Collections
for Your Bathroom
Visionary thinking – to create values that last. Conserving what’s
valuable – while developing ideas for the future. At Axor, we
shape the future of the bathroom by thinking beyond the individual
products.
We are in a constant creative dialogue with product designers,
interior designers and architects. We promote creativity and
make space for the development of visionary collections and
innovative concepts where function is brought into balance with
the need for soothing comfort and personal fulfilment – both now
and in the future.

Philippe Grohe,
Head of Axor brand
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The Design

Behind our innovative bathroom collections are some of the world’s
most successful creative minds. They are visionary thinkers and
pioneers in the fields of product design, interior design and
architecture.
Their combined skills form the creative foundation for the concept
of the bathroom as a living space. The bathroom has long outgrown its purely functional character and has become a space for
personal retreat. This fundamental change in values is reflected
not only in the bathroom interior but also in the architecture of the
room. During the design process, the interaction between water,
object, space and human being is continuously analysed, revised
and refined. At the end of this process emerge the ideal concept
and a triumph of emotive design.
The result: award-winning collections for the bathroom and breathtaking design concepts – as unique as the people for whom they
are created.
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Philippe Starck
www.philippe-starck.com

Antonio Citterio
www.antoniocitterioandpartners.com

Phoenix Design
www.phoenixdesign.com

Jean-Marie Massaud
www.massaud.com

Patricia Urquiola
www.patriciaurquiola.com
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The Company

Quality is the key to success. Drawing on over 100 years of experience at Hansgrohe and more than 3 decades of intensive dialogue
with the world’s best designers and architects, we have been able
to create bathroom collections of the utmost quality.
Hardly any other brand is capable of matching the product quality
of Axor. Backed by Hansgrohe’s manufacturing expertise and
strength in innovation, Axor is a perfect union of design and technology. We create products that meet the highest standards – both
aesthetically and functionally.
Thanks to our innovative technologies and procedures, our manufacturing process is both environmentally sound and resource-efficient.
In this way, we make a lasting contribution to improving the quality
of life while ensuring sustainability for future generations.
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The World
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Whether it be a private retreat or a luxurious spa, an offshore
yacht or a First Class lounge, a high-end hotel or an office building: the design and quality of the Axor collections appeal to
planners and bathroom professionals worldwide. Axor stands for
exquisite design innovations, variety and versatility.
Our comprehensive collections are as diverse as our customers’
tastes and allow the realisation of any style or design in the bathroom. Always unique and personal – always a perfect, harmonious match. Our collections are found wherever design quality and
respect for water are key values.
In the coming pages we illustrate how the Axor collections accentuate the style of international projects. Perhaps you’ll find the inspiration for a new bathroom vision of your own?

London Heathrow Airport , Terminal 5, British Airways Lounge
Lounge Designer: Davies + Baron
Kollektion: Axor Massaud
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The World

The Hilton, Manchester. Above th
thee rooftops of Manchester. At 169 metres, the Beetham Tower in Manches-

ter is one of the highest buildings in England. Its most distinctive features include the striking glass facade and
the impressive overhang at the 23rd floor. The first 23 floors of the Beetham Tower house the Hilton Manchester
Hotel. The interior of the 284 rooms and suites is characterised by pure lines and subtle design. The precious
dark woods and the gentle visual accents from back-lit glass and marble also feature in the bathrooms. With its
focus on the essential, the Axor Starck collection perfectly matches the Manchester Hilton’s vision of pure and
discreet elegance.

Hilton Manchester Deansgate Hotel /Great Britain
Architekten: Jestico + Whiles, London
Kollektion: Axor Starck
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The World

The Beach House, Manafaru, Maldives. Relax, revive, replenish. The Beach House at Manafaru is
among the most exclusive luxury resorts on the Maldive Islands. The 68 villas and suites are surrounded by
white coral sand, turquoise blue water and lush tropical vegetation. The residences with their exquisite interiors
melt naturally into the characteristic Indian Ocean scenery. The Beach House is a charming symbiosis of the traditional island style of building and the ultimate in comfort and architectural purity. The resort creates space for
relaxation and revival through its sense of openness and simple elegance. With its clear, minimalist and modern
design, the Axor Starck collection brilliantly accentuates this approach.

The Beach House , Manafaru Island/Maldives
Architekt : Mohamed Shafeeq, Maldives
Kollektion: Axor Starck
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The World

Asia Resort, Linsberg. Natural harmony. Since 2008, amidst the idyllic landscape of Lower Austria, topclass European design and Far Eastern harmony have been meeting in style. The Asia Resort Linsberg near the
Danube metropolis of Vienna promises wellness, tranquility and pleasure at the highest level. The design of this
exclusive resort focuses on the principles of Feng Shui philosophy. Because water is one of the basic Feng Shui
elements, the spacious bathrooms form the conceptual centre and highlight of the suites. With its harmonious
proportions inspired by nature, the Axor Massaud collection ensures that everything is in perfect balance at the
Asia Resort Linsberg.

Linsberg Asia Spa Therme Hotel , Bad Erlach/Austria
Innenarchitektin: Cornelia Markus-Diedenhofen, Reutlingen
Kollektion: Axor Massaud
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The World

Sunseeker, Poole. Custom-made luxury. The 37M Tridek Yacht is an example par excellence of the fine art of

exclusive yacht building. The 37 meter long motor yacht was manufactured by Sunseeker, the iconic British shipbuilder based in Poole. This high-end luxury yacht comfortably accommodates 17 people and leaves no desires
unfulfilled. What is most distinctive about the Sunseekers is customisation: clients are allowed the maximum possible freedom to choose the interior and the performance features of their yacht. No two Sunseekers are alike.
Personal taste is the deciding factor. This emphasis on personal style is accentuated by the luxurious interior of
the Axor-equipped bathrooms. Axor Citterio, with its unique synthesis of design, technology and quality, is just
one example of an ideal collection for the exclusive Sunseeker yachts.

Sunseeker 37 Meter Yacht , Poole/UK
Bauherr: Sunseeker International Limited
Kollektion: Axor Citterio
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Visit www.axor-design.com
to see more examples of successful
interaction between architecture
and Axor bathroom design.

The Collections

Axor Starck
®
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Axor Starck

Axor Starck
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Axor Starck

Louder and louder. More and more colour.
Ever faster. No wonder there is a longing in our
hectic times for tranquillity and simplicity, and for
ideas that allow us to draw new strength. Ideas
like Axor Starck. Axor Starck is a collection of
bathroom fittings, so slender in its form, so clear in
its function, so simple in its effect. Modern, because
it is uncompromisingly minimalistic; there are no
disruptive elements, no unnecessary decoration.
Just as a well draws from the deep, we can draw
from Axor Starck and replenish ourselves with forms
that offer us tranquillity. Forms which will outlive our
quickly changing times.

Axor Starck
designed by Philippe Starck

®

Axor Starck
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Axor Starck

Axor Starck
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Axor Starck

Axor Starck
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Axor Starck Classic
designed by Philippe Starck

®
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Axor Starck Classic

Axor Starck Classic
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Axor Starck X

In Mathematics, the letter X represents an unknown
variable. In mixer design it represents the beginning
of a new era: Axor Starck X. Sculptural, but with
uncompromisingly straight lines is how the fitting
presents itself. Water gushes out of it in a lavish
flood, enabling you to experience the ritual
meaning of this element. New dimensions are
also opened by the shower system Waterwall –
the perfect combination of minimal use of forms
and maximum shower comfort. Axor Starck X is
a collection that offers more – more water, more
design, and more quality.

Axor Starck X
designed by Philippe Starck

®

Axor Starck X
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Axor Starck X

Axor Starck X
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Axor Starck X

Axor Starck X
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Axor ® Starck
Basin

Single lever basin mixer
# 10111000

Single lever basin mixer
without waste (not shown)

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins
# 10116000

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls
# 10120000

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls
without waste (not shown)

# 10117000

Single lever basin mixer
with copper pipes

# 10129000

# 10006000

Twin-handle basin mixer
# 10030000

Free standing twin-handle basin mixer
for wash bowls
Finish set # 10060000
Basic set

Twin-handle basin mixer
for wash bowls
# 10050000

Twin-handle basin mixer
for wash bowls
without waste (not shown)

# 10452180

# 10058000

3-hole basin mixer
# 10135000
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Axor Starck

3-hole wall mounted basin mixer,
Spout 125 mm projection
Finish set # 10313000
Basic set # 10303180

Pillar tap
(cold water only)
# 38130000

Bidet

Electronic basin mixer
(battery operated)
# 10101, - 000, -800*

Electronic basin mixer
(mains operated) (not shown)
# 10140, - 000, -800*

Electronic basin mixer
without temperature control
(battery operated)

Single lever bidet mixer

Twin-handle bidet mixer

# 10211000

# 10230000

Single lever bath mixer
for upright installation with hand spray
Finish set # 10456000
Basic set # 10452180

Twin-handle bath mixer
for upright installation with hand spray
Finish set # 10458000
Basic set # 10452180

Bath spout Projection 132 mm

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 10480000
Basic set # 13550180

# 10106, - 000, -800*

Electronic basin mixer
without temperature control
(mains operated) (not shown)
# 10145, - 000, -800*

*-800 Surface ﬁnish steel-optic

*-800 Surface ﬁnish steel-optic

Bath

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

Twin-handle bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim

# 10411000

# 10450000

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10416000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 10418000
iBox ® universal basic set

Twin-handle bath mixer
for concealed wall mounting
Finish set # 10423000
Basic set # 10422180

# 10410000

# 01800180

Axor Starck
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Bath

4-hole bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 10444000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 13444180

4-hole bath mixer for installation
on the tub rim with thermostat
(not shown)
Finish set # 10461000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

4-hole bath mixer for installation
onto tiled surround
Finish set # 10451000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 14445180

# 15460180

Shower

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 10611000

# 15465180

Thermostat/Valve

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10616000
iBox ® universal basic set

Twin-handle bath thermostat
for exposed ﬁtting
Finish set # 10340000
Basic set # 10902180

# 01800180

Thermostat for concealed installation
Finish set # 10710000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10715000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180
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Axor Starck

4-hole bath mixer for installation
onto tiled surround with thermostat
(not shown)
Finish set # 10466000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10700000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ and diverter
valve for concealed installation
Finish set # 10720000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Twin-handle bath thermostat
for exposed ﬁtting
Finish set # 10360000
Basic set # 10902180

Thermostat/Valve

Shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10970000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10930000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Wall outlet with integrated shut-oﬀ valve
# 10882000

Shower System

Waterwall with thermostat,
overhead shower 240 mm,
hand shower with two spray
modes and body showers
# 10920000

Shower column with
thermostat
and overhead shower
diameter 240 mm
# 10912000

Basic set # 10902180
Shelf for shower column
# 10915000

Shower column with
thermostat
# 10910000

Basic set # 10902180
Shelf for shower column
# 10915000

Shower column with twinhandle mixer
and overhead shower
diameter 240 mm
# 10907000

Basic set # 10902180
Shelf for shower column

Shower column with twinhandle mixer
# 10905000

Basic set # 10902180
Shelf for shower column
# 10915000

# 10915000

Axor Starck
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Shower/Support

Hand shower with two spray modes
# 28532000

Shower set
consisting of hand shower,
wall bar 90 cm
and shower hose 160 cm

Shower support

Wall outlet

# 27515000

# 27451000

# 27980000

Overhead shower

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm

# 27490000

# 28494000

# 28484000

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm
(not shown)

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm
(not shown)

# 28484000

# 28494000

Ceiling connection 100 mm

Shower arm, 241 mm projection

# 27479000

# 27409000

Shower arm, 389 mm projection
(not shown)
# 27413000

Raindance Royale AIR
Overhead shower diameter 350 mm

Axor Body spray
with round escutcheon

Axor Body spray
with square escutcheon

# 28420000

# 28464000

# 28469000

Shower arm, 470 mm projection
# 27410000

Ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 27418000
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Axor Starck

Accessories

Wall light

Tumbler with holder

Soap dish with holder

Liquid soap dispenser

# 40856000

# 40834000

# 40833000

# 40819000

Glass shelf
External dimensions 600 mm

Grab rail
430 mm

# 40860000

# 40830000

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 930 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 730 mm

Twin towel holder
External dimensions 420 mm

Towel ring
ø 225 mm

# 40808000

# 40806000

# 40820000

# 40821000

Axor Starck
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Towel hook

Roll holder

# 40837000

# 40836000

Mirror

Illuminated mirror

# 40140000

# 40141000

WC brush holder
(free-standing)

WC brush holder
(wall-mounted)

# 40840000

# 40835000

Kitchen

Chrome
(-000)
Single lever kitchen mixer
# 10801000

Semi-Pro
Single lever kitchen mixer
# 10820000
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Axor Starck

Axor ® Starck Classic
Basin

Single lever basin mixer
# 10010000

Single lever basin mixer
without waste

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins
# 10015000

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls

3-hole basin mixer
# 10133000

# 10020000

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls
without waste

# 10018000

Single lever basin mixer
with copper pipes

# 10028000

# 10004000

Bidet

Bath

Shower

Single lever bidet mixer

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10415000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 10417000
iBox ® universal basic set

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10615000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 10200000

# 01800180

# 01800180

Kitchen

Chrome
(-000)
Single lever kitchen mixer
# 10800000

Axor Starck Classic
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Axor ® Starck X
Basin

Single lever basin mixer 100 mm

Single lever basin mixer 210 mm

# 10070000*

# 10071000*

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls 300 mm
# 10080000*

Single lever basin mixer
without waste

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls,
special version 550 mm
# 10084000*

# 10077000*

Single lever basin mixer
with copper pipes
# 10072000*

Single lever wall mounted basin mixer
# 10074000

Electronic basin mixer
(battery operated)
# 10170000*

Electronic basin mixer
(mains operated)
# 10180000*

Electronic basin mixer
without temperature control
(battery operated)
# 10175000*

Electronic basin mixer
without temperature control
(mains operated)
# 10185000*

Bidet

Single lever bidet mixer
# 10205000
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Axor Starck X

*This ﬁ tting features a surge spray which underlines the
natural aspect of water as a vital element for life. As a
surge spray involves a spray to which air is not added,
we recommend using an extra-deep wash basin to
avoid water splashing.

Bath

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 10402000

Single lever bath mixer
for upright installation with hand spray
Finish set # 10406000**
Basic set # 10452180

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10445000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 10447000
iBox ® universal basic set

Bath spout Projection 185 mm
# 10426000

# 01800180
**Only for tubs with max. 65 mm

Shower

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 10601000

Thermostat/Valve

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10645000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Thermostat for concealed installation
Finish set # 10716000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10717000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10706000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

# 01800180

Chrome
(-000)
Thermostat with shut-oﬀ and diverter
valve for concealed installation
Finish set # 10726000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10974000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 10934000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Axor Starck X
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Axor Starck ShowerCollection
®
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Axor Starck ShowerCollection

Axor Starck ShowerCollection
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Axor Starck ShowerCollection

The principle: 12 x 12 cm. The possibilities:
practically unlimited. The result: unparalleled
design freedom! The modular Axor Starck
ShowerCollection transforms the shower into a
tailor-made spa. Whether fittings, shower heads,
ledges, speakers or light: the modules can be
arranged in line with personal requirements and the
architectural concept. All elements are distinguished
by their minimalist linear contours based on
a 12 x 12 cm square. Thanks to innovative solutions,
perfect and individual arrangements can be realised
against the wall. The Axor Starck ShowerCollection
therefore gives rise to elegant wellness worlds in the
bathroom. For the ultimate in personality.

Axor Starck
®

designed by Philippe Starck

ShowerCollection

Axor Starck ShowerCollection
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Axor Starck ShowerCollection

Axor Starck ShowerCollection
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Axor Starck ShowerCollection

Axor Starck ShowerCollection
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Axor ® Starck ShowerCollection
Mixers

Thermostat module,
for concealed installation,
120 x 120 mm
Finish set # 10755000*

Thermostat module,
for concealed installation,
120 x 360 mm
Finish set # 10751000*

Shut-oﬀ valve,
for concealed installation
120 x 120 mm
Finish set # 10972000*

Trio®/Quattro® diverter valve,
for concealed installation
120 x 120 mm
Finish set # 10932000*

Hand shower module,
for concealed installation
120 x 120 mm
Finish set # 10651000*

Accessories

Shelf, long
120 x 240 mm

Shelf, short
120 x 120 mm

Lighting module
120 x 120 mm

Loudspeaker module
120 x 120 mm

# 40873000*

# 40872000*

# 40871000*

# 40874000*
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Axor Starck ShowerCollection

*From the Axor Starck ShowerCollection. Please contact your
bathroom dealer for more detailed
information.

Showers

Shower module
120 x 120 mm
Finish set # 28491000*

ShowerHeaven
970 x 970 mm with lighting
# 10623800

ShowerHeaven
970 x 970 mm without lighting
(not shown)
# 10621800

ShowerHeaven
720 x 720 mm with lighting
# 10627800

ShowerHeaven
720 x 720 mm without lighting
(not shown)
# 10625800

Using water twice is intelligent. Information on PONTOS Aquacycle shower water recycling systems
available online at www.pontos-aquacycle.com

Axor Starck ShowerCollection
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Axor Citterio
®
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Axor Citterio

Axor Citterio
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Axor Citterio

What actually is wealth? And luxury? Answers
to these questions can be not only material, but
also philosophical. One answer is provided by
Axor Citterio, a collection of bathroom fittings
which transforms the bathroom into a place of
cleansing and tranquillity, where washing becomes
a ritual and where water becomes a source of life.
Axor Citterio allows you to experience the wealth
of water: clear in form, rich in detail, abundant in
possibilities – luxury at the second glance. What
then is wealth? Perhaps simply to start the day with
Axor Citterio.

Axor Citterio
designed by Antonio Citterio

with Toan Nguyen

®

Axor Citterio
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Axor Citterio

Axor Citterio
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Axor ® Citterio
Basin

Single lever basin mixer 140 mm
# 39010000

Single lever basin mixer 140 mm
without waste

Single lever basin mixer 110 mm
for small basins

Single lever basin mixer 180 mm

# 39015000

Single lever basin mixer 180 mm,
without waste

# 39031000

# 39018000

# 39032000

Single lever basin mixer 140 mm
with copper pipes

Single lever basin mixer 180 mm,
with copper pipes

# 39014000

# 39033000

Single lever basin mixer 310 mm
for wash bowls

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls

# 39020000

# 39034000

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls without waste
# 39037000

3-hole basin mixer with cross head
handles, spout 140 mm projection

3-hole basin mixer with cross head
handles, without plate, spout 140 mm

Single lever basin mixer 115 mm
for small basins
# 39035000

Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation with plate,
spout 166 mm projection
Finish set # 39112000
Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation with plate,
spout 226 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 39115000
Basic set # 13622180

Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation without plate,
spout 226 mm projection
Finish set # 39116000
Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation without plate,
spout 166 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 39113000
Basic set # 13622180

3-hole basin mixer with lever handles,
spout 140 mm projection

3-hole basin mixer with lever handles,
without plate, spout 140 mm

# 39134000*

# 39133000

# 39136000*

# 39135000

3-hole basin mixer with cross head
handles, spout 205 mm projection
(not shown)

3-hole basin mixer with cross head
handles, without plate, spout 205 mm
(not shown)

3-hole basin mixer with lever handles,
spout 205 mm projection
(not shown)

3-hole basin mixer with lever handles,
without plate, spout 205 mm
(not shown)

# 39154000*

# 39153000

# 39156000*

# 39155000

*To be mounted on even, smooth surfaces.
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Axor Citterio

*To be mounted on even, smooth surfaces.

Basin

3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer
with cross head handles,
without plate, spout 166 mm projection
Finish set # 39313000
3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer
with cross head handles,
without plate, spout 226 mm projection
(not shown)
Finish set # 39143000
Basic set # 10303180

3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer with
plate, spout 166 mm projection
Finish set # 39316000
3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer with
plate, spout 226 mm projection
(not shown)
Finish set # 39148000
Basic set # 10303180

3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer
with lever handles, without plate,
spout 166 mm projection
Finish set # 39315000
3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer
with lever handles, without plate,
spout 226 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 39147000
Basic set # 10303180

Single lever bidet mixer 110 mm

Single lever bidet mixer 90 mm

# 39200000

# 39210000

3-hole bidet mixer
with cross head handles

3-hole bidet mixer
with lever handles

# 39233000

# 39235000

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 39455000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 39457000
iBox ® universal basic set

Bath spout
180 mm projection

3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer
with cross head handles,
spout 166 mm projection
Finish set # 39314000
3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer
with cross head handles,
spout 226 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 39144000
Basic set # 10303180

Bidet

Bath

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 39400000

Single lever bath mixer
for upright installation with hand spray
Finish set # 39451000
Basic set # 10452180

# 39410000

Bath spout
240 mm projection (not shown)
# 39411000

# 01800180

Axor Citterio
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Bath

Twin-handle bath mixer
for wall mounting, with plate,
with lever handles
Finish set # 39424000
Twin-handle bath mixer
for wall mounting, with plate,
with cross head handles (not shown)
Finish set # 39423000
Basic set # 10422180

Twin-handle bath mixer
for wall mounting, without plate,
with cross head handles
Finish set # 39425000
Twin-handle bath mixer
for wall mounting, without plate,
with lever handles (not shown)
Finish set # 39428000
Basic set # 10422180

3-hole bath mixer
for wall mounting, with plate,
with lever handles, hand shower
Finish set # 39442000
3-hole bath mixer
for wall mounting, with plate,
with cross head handles, hand shower
(not shown)
Finish set # 39441000
Basic set # 10303180

3-hole bath mixer
for wall mounting, without plate,
with cross head handles, hand shower
Finish set # 39447000
3-hole bath mixer
for wall mounting, without plate,
with lever handles, hand shower
(not shown)
Finish set # 39448000
Basic set # 10303180

4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles, without plate for installation
on the tub rim
Finish set # 39445000
4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles, with plate for installation
on the tub rim (not shown)
Finish set # 39443000*
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles, with plate for installation
onto tiled surround (not shown)
Finish set # 39452000*
4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles, without plate for installation
onto tiled surround (not shown)
Finish set # 39453000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

4-hole bath mixer with twin-handles,
with plate for installation
onto tiled surround
Finish set # 39456000*
4-hole bath mixer with twin-handles,
without plate for installation
onto tiled surround (not shown)
Finish set # 39454000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

4-hole bath mixer with twin-handles,
with plate for installation
on the tub rim (not shown)
Finish set # 39444000*
4-hole bath mixer with twin-handles,
without plate for installation
on the tub rim (not shown)
Finish set # 39446000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

# 13444180

# 14445180

# 14445180

# 13444180

Fixing plate # 39449000

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim,
with cross head handles
Finish set # 39480000
Basic set # 13550180

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim,
with lever handles
Finish set # 39482000
Basic set # 13550180

*To be mounted on even, smooth surfaces.
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Axor Citterio

Acrylic Bathtub

Bathtub
Wall version with shelf**, acrylic,
Filling capacity approx. 192 l
(1 person 70 kg)

Bathtub
Wall version without shelf, acrylic,
Filling capacity approx. 192 l
(1 person 70 kg)

# 39955000

# 39957000

** For installation of the bathtub
a side panel is required.

Shower

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 39600000

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 39655000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Showerpipe
consisting of mixer for exposed ﬁtting,
overhead shower 180 mm, hand shower,
hose and shower support
# 39620000

Showerpipe
consisting of thermostatic mixer
for exposed ﬁtting, overhead shower
180 mm, hand shower, hose and
shower support

Showerpipe
consisting of thermostatic mixer
for exposed ﬁtting, 3jet overhead
shower, hand shower, hose and
shower support

# 39670000

# 39739000

Axor Citterio
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Thermostat/Valve

Shower thermostat
for exposed ﬁtting,
with cross head handles
# 39365000

Thermostat for concealed installation
with shut-oﬀ and diverter valve,
with cross head handle
Finish set # 39725000
Thermostat for concealed installation
with diverter valve,
with cross head handle
Finish set # 39705000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat for concealed installation
with shut-oﬀ and diverter valve,
with lever handle
Finish set # 39720000
Thermostat for concealed installation
with diverter valve,
with lever handle
Finish set # 39700000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter for concealed
installation, with cross head handle
Finish set # 39925000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter for concealed
installation, with lever handle
Finish set # 39920000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180
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Thermostat for concealed installation
with cross head handle
Finish set # 39715000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation,
with cross head handle
Finish set # 39716000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat for concealed installation,
with lever handle
Finish set # 39710000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation,
with lever handle
Finish set # 39711000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Shut-oﬀ valve for concealed installation
with cross head handle
Finish set # 39965000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Shut-oﬀ valve for concealed installation
with lever handle
Finish set # 39960000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Wall outlet
with shut-oﬀ valve
and cross head handle

Wall outlet
with shut-oﬀ valve
and lever handle

# 39883000

# 39882000

Shower/Support

Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
Hand shower
# 28519000

Shower set
consisting of Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
hand shower, wall bar 90 cm
and shower hose 160 cm

Shower support
# 39525000

Wall outlet de Luxe
with non-return valve
# 27451000

# 27981000

Overhead shower 3jet

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm

# 39740000

# 28489000

# 28489000

Shower arm, 230 mm projection

Ceiling connection 100 mm

Shower arm, 241 mm projection

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm

# 27412000

# 27479000

# 27409000

Wall plate

Ceiling plate

# 27419000

# 27419000

Shower arm, 389 mm projection
(not shown)
# 27413000

Wall plate
# 27419000

Raindance Royale AIR
Overhead shower diameter 350 mm

Axor Body spray
with square escutcheon

# 28420000

# 28469000

Shower arm, 470 mm projection
# 27410000

Ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 27418000

Axor Citterio
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Accessories
(suitable for Axor® Citterio)

Toothbrush tumbler with holder

Soap dish

# 41734000

# 41733000

Wall/ceiling light
Individual

Wall/ceiling light
Twin

# 41556000

# 41566000

Liquid soap dispenser

Glass shelf
External dimensions 630 mm

Grab rail
External dimensions 334 mm

# 41550000

# 41730000

# 41719000

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 854 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 654 mm

Twin towel holder
External dimensions 420 mm

Towel ring
External dimensions ø 177 mm

# 41780000

# 41760000

# 40820000

# 41721000
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Towel hook

Roll holder with cover

Spare roll holder

# 41537000

# 41738000

# 41528000

WC brush holder
(free-standing)

WC brush holder
(wall-mounted)

# 41536000

# 41735000

Kitchen

Chrome
(-000)
Semi-Pro
Single lever kitchen mixer

Single lever kitchen mixer
pull-out spray

Single lever kitchen mixer
ﬁxed spout

# 39840, - 000, -800**

# 39835, - 000, -800**

# 39850, - 000, -800**

Single lever kitchen mixer
for combination boilers
# 39852, - 000, -800**

** Surface ﬁnish steel-optic

Axor Citterio
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Axor Urquiola
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Axor Urquiola

Our private living space is a mirror of our personality. A charming fusion of styles and objects, of
memories and emotions. Axor Urquiola allows us
the space to tell our own story and express our
personality. Whether it be mixers or wash basins,
a bath tub or a heated partition: Axor Urquiola
stands for sensual harmony and is characterised
by an innovative fusion of form and function. Every
element has its own distinctive, charming qualities
and blends into our personal style mix to create a warm and welcoming space. In this way,
Axor Urquiola maximises our opportunity to create
a unique and personalised bathroom. With an
invigorating freedom that awakens our senses –
every day anew.

Axor Urquiola
designed by Patricia Urquiola

®
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Axor ® Urquiola
Basin

Single lever basin mixer
# 11020000

Single lever basin mixer
without waste
# 11021000

Single lever basin mixer
with copper pipes

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins

# 11023000

# 11025000

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls
without waste

Einhebel-Waschtischmischer,
Auslauf 217 mm, Unterputz
Finish set # 11026000
Basic set (not shown)
# 10902180

# 11034000

# 11022000

Twin-handle basin mixer
# 11024000

Twin-handle basin mixer
without waste

3-hole basin mixer with plate,
Spout 180 mm projection

3-hole basin mixer with escutcheons,
Spout 180 mm projection

# 11040000*

# 11041000

# 11027000

3-hole wall mounted basin mixer,
Spout 168 mm projection
Finish set # 11042000
3-hole wall mounted basin mixer,
Spout 228 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 11043000
Basic set (not shown)
# 10303180

*To be mounted on even, smooth surfaces.

Wash basin

Pillar tap
# 11120000

Wash bowl 625 mm,
molded mineral, only in conjunction
with basin mixers without pull rod
# 11300000
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Wash basin 625 mm,
wall-mounted, molded mineral
# 11302000

Wash bowl 500 mm,
molded mineral, only in conjunction
with basin mixers without pull rod
# 11301000

Bidet

Single lever bidet mixer

3-hole bidet mixer

# 11220000

# 11223000

Bath

Thermostatic bath mixer,
for upright installation
with handshower
Finish set # 11422000
Basic set (not shown)

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 11420000

# 10452180

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 11425000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 11426000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Bath spout
171 mm projection
# 11430000

Bath spout
231 mm projection (not shown)

Combined Bath ﬁller/Porter unit
Finish set # 11435000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

4-hole bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 11443000
Basic set # 13444180

# 11431000

Axor Urquiola
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Bathtub

4-hole bath mixer for installation
onto tiled surround
Finish set # 11445000
Basic set # 14445180

Bathtub 1800 mm,
free-standing, mineral molded,
incl. waste and overﬂow set,
Filling capacity approx. 180 l
(1 person 70 kg)
# 11440000

Shower

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 11620000

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 11625000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Thermostat/Valve

Thermostat for concealed installation
Finish set # 11730000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation
Finish set # 11731000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180
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Thermostat with shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 11732000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ and diverter
valve for concealed installation
Finish set # 11733000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Showerpipe
with thermostat and hand shower
# 11901000

Basic set # 10902180

Thermostat/Valve

Shower/Support

Shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 11960000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 11925000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
Hand shower

Shower set
consisting of Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
hand shower, wall bar 90 cm
and shower hose 160 cm

Porter unit

Shower support

# 11626000

# 28331000

Hand shower with two spray modes
# 28532000

# 28519000

Wall outlet de Luxe
with non-return valve
# 27451000

# 27986000

Wall bar 90 cm and
shower hose 160 cm (not shown)
# 27989000

Raindance E 240 AIR
1jet Overhead shower with
Shower arm, 223 mm projection

Raindance E 360 AIR
1jet Overhead shower with
Ceiling connection 100 mm

# 27370000

# 27381000

Raindance E 240 AIR
1jet Overhead shower with
Ceiling connection 100 mm
(not shown)

Raindance E 360 AIR
1jet Overhead shower with
Shower arm, 223 mm projection
(not shown)

# 27380000

# 27371000

Axor Body spray
with square escutcheon
# 28469000

Axor Urquiola
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Accessories

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 640 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 840 mm

# 42460000

# 42480000

Towel hook

Roll holder

WC brush holder

# 42401000

# 42436000

# 42435000

Tumbler with holder

Soap dish with holder

# 42434000

# 42433000

Grab rail
External dimensions 320 mm
# 42430000

Chrome
(- 000)
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Heater, wall-mounted

Partition heater

Heater, wall-mounted
Pattern „Clouds“,
1840 x 553 x 82 mm (H, W, D),
heat capacity approx. 980 W
(75/65/20°) EN 442

Partition heater
Pattern „Clouds“,
1840 x 553 x 50 mm (H ,W ,D),
heat capacity approx. 730 W
(75/65/20°) EN 442

# 42501000

Partition heater
Mirror (one side)/Pattern „Clouds“,
1840 x 553 x 50 mm (H, W, D),
heat capacity approx. 730 W
(75/65/20°) EN 442

# 42500000**

# 42510000**

Basic set # 42512180

Basic set # 42512180

Partition

**for reasons of stability, at least 2 partition elements
are required for a free-standing installation

Basic set

Partition
Pattern „Clouds“,
1840 x 553 x 50 mm (H, W, D)

Partition
Mirror (one side)/Pattern „Clouds“,
1840 x 553 x 50 mm (H, W, D)

# 42505000*

# 42511000*

Basic set # 42512180

Basic set # 42512180

Basic set for partition
and partition heater
# 42512000

Accessories

Swivel mirror for wall-mounted heater,
partition and partition heater,
1840 x 241 x 13 mm (H, W, D)
# 42513000

Towel hook for wall-mounted heater,
partition and partition heater
# 42515000

Bath towel rail for wall-mounted heater,
partition and partition heater,
External dimensions 465 mm

Wall Holder for partition
and partition heater
# 42514000

# 42516000

Axor Urquiola
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®
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Axor Massaud
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Axor Massaud

In the bathroom we leave everyday life behind
us. We enjoy precious, very personal moments.
These are some of the few occasions we are in
touch with ourselves – and at the same time so
closely connected to one of the most important
elements: water, source of all life … Inspired by
nature, Jean-Marie Massaud created a fascinating
bathroom collection: Axor Massaud. Here, through
ingeniously concealed functionality, the gently
curved water reflects the natural movement of
a waterfall. With instinctive lightness, Massaud
achieves mutuality of nature and technology,
organic and geometrical shapes – human being,
water, object and space.

Axor Massaud
designed by Jean-Marie Massaud

®
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Axor ® Massaud
Basin

Single lever basin mixer
# 18010000*

Single lever basin mixer
with copper pipes

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls

3-hole basin mixer
# 18013000*

# 18020000*

# 18014000*

*This ﬁ tting features a surge spray which underlines
the natural aspect of water as a vital element for life.
As a surge spray involves a spray to which no water
is added, we recommend using the Axor Massaud or
extra-deep wash basins to avoid splashwater.

Bidet

3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer, wall
mounting, spout 167 mm projection
Finish set # 18112000*
3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer, wall
mounting, spout 260 mm projection
(not shown)
Finish set # 18115000*
Basic set # 18113180

Wash bowl 600 mm

Single lever bidet mixer

3-hole bidet mixer

# 42305000

# 18210000

# 18213000

Wash bowl 800 mm (not shown)
# 42300000

Bath

Single lever bath mixer
for upright installation with hand spray
Finish set # 18450000
Basic set # 10452180

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 18455000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 18457000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180
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4-hole bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 18440000
Basic set # 13444180

Bath

4-hole bath mixer for installation
onto tiled surround
Finish set # 18453000
Basic set # 14445180

Bathtub
Free-standing, made of sandwich material with polyester,
Gel coat surface, incl. pre-assembled waste and overﬂow set,
Waste with Push-Open function, Filling capacity approx. 397 l
(1 person 70 kg)

Bath spout
170 mm projection
Finish set # 18472000
Bath spout
260 mm projection
Finish set # 18473000
Basic set # 18471180

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 18480000
Basic set # 13550180

Shower

Thermostat/Valve

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 18655000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat for concealed installation
Finish set # 18740000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation
Finish set # 18741000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 18950000

# 01800180

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 18745000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ and diverter
valve for concealed installation
Finish set # 18750000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 18770000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 18730000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Axor Massaud
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Shower/Support

Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
Hand shower
# 28519000

Shower set
consisting of Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
hand shower, wall bar 90 cm
and shower hose 160 cm

Shower support

Wall outlet

# 28331000

# 27451000

# 27986000

Wall bar 90 cm and
shower hose 160 cm
(not shown)
# 27989000

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm

# 28494000

# 28484000

Raindance Royale AIR
Overhead shower diameter 350 mm

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm
(not shown)

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm
(not shown)

Shower arm, 470 mm projection

# 28420000

# 28484000

# 28494000

# 27410000

Ceiling connection 100 mm

Shower arm, 241 mm projection

Ceiling connection 100 mm
(not shown)

# 27479000

# 27409000

Shower arm, 389 mm projection
(not shown)

# 27418000

# 27413000

Accessories

Axor Body spray
with square escutcheon
# 28469000
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Candle holder

Box, oval

Soap dish

# 42271000

# 42272000

# 42233000

Accessories

Flower vase

Toothbrush tumbler with holder

Free-standing mirror

# 42274000

# 42234000

# 42240000

Grab rail
External dimensions 392 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 912 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 712 mm

Towel holder for
upright installation

# 42230000

# 42280000

# 42260000

# 42270000

Chrome
(-000)

Towel hook

Roll holder

WC brush

# 42237000

# 42236000

# 42235000

Axor Massaud
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Axor Citterio M
®
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Axor Citterio M
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Axor Citterio M

M is for Modernity. M is for Metropolis. M is for
Milan. The famous international designer and
architect Antonio Citterio presents his latest work:
Axor Citterio M – an entire bathroom collection,
inspired by modern city life. The contours are
distinctively slim-line, while the overall impression
of the collection is elegant – less of a tribute to
the spirit of the times and more of a homage to
Italian design. This is exactly why Axor Citterio M
is so easily integrated in many different bathroom
interiors and lifestyles. Almost incidentally,
Axor Citterio M represents the high art of timeless
modern design.

Axor Citterio M
designed by Antonio Citterio

with Toan Nguyen

®
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Axor ® Citterio M
Basin

Single lever basin mixer
# 34010000

Single lever basin mixer
without waste

Single lever basin mixer
for continuous ﬂow water heaters

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins

# 34012000

# 34016000

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls
# 34120000

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls
without waste

# 34017000

Single lever basin mixer
with copper pipes

# 34127000

# 34014000

Single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation spout 167 mm, with plate
Finish set # 34112000
Single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation spout 227 mm, with plate
(not shown)
Finish set # 34115000
Basic set # 13622180

Single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation spout 167 mm, with single
escutcheons
Finish set # 34113000
Single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation spout 227 mm, with single
escutcheons (not shown)
Finish set # 34116000
Basic set # 13622180

3-hole basin mixer with plate

3-hole basin mixer with escutcheons

# 34134000*

# 34133000

*To be mounted on even, smooth surfaces.

Bidet

3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer,
spout 165 projection with plate
Finish set # 34314000
3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer,
spout 226 projection with plate
(not shown)
Finish set # 34316000
Basic set # 10303180
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3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer,
spout 165 projection with single
escutcheons
Finish set # 34313000
3-hole wall-mounted basin mixer,
spout 226 projection with single
escutcheons (not shown)
Finish set # 34315000
Basic set # 10303180

Single lever bidet mixer

3-hole bidet mixer

# 34210000

# 34213000

Bath

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 34420000

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 34425000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 34427000
iBox ® universal basic set

Bath spout
182 mm projection
# 34410000

Bath spout 228 mm projection
(not shown)
# 34411000

# 01800180

4-hole bath mixer with plate
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 34445000*
4-hole bath mixer with escutcheons
for installation on the tub rim
(not shown)
Finish set # 34444000
Basic set # 13444180

4-hole bath mixer with escutcheons
for installation onto tiled surround
Finish set # 34454000
4-hole bath mixer with plate
for installation onto tiled surround
(not shown)
Finish set # 34455000*
Basic set # 14445180

*To be mounted on even, smooth surfaces.

*To be mounted on even, smooth surfaces.

Acrylic Bathtub

Bathtub
Wall version with shelf**, acrylic,
Filling capacity approx. 192 l
(1 person 70 kg)

Bathtub
Wall version without shelf, acrylic,
Filling capacity approx. 192 l
(1 person 70 kg)

# 39955000

# 39957000

** For installation of the bathtub
a side panel is required.

Axor Citterio M
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Shower

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 34620000

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 34625000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Thermostat/Valve

Bath thermostat for exposed ﬁtting

Shower thermostat for exposed ﬁtting

Showerpipe with thermostat

# 34435000

# 34635000

# 34630000

Thermostat for concealed installation
Finish set # 34715000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation
Finish set # 34716000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 34705000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ and diverter
valve for concealed installation
Finish set # 34725000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

# 01800180
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Thermostat/Valve

Shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 34960000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 34920000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Shower/Support

Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
Hand shower
# 28519000

Shower set
consisting of Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
hand shower, wall bar 90 cm
and shower hose 160 cm

Shower support
# 39525000

Wall outlet de Luxe
with non-return valve
# 27451000

# 27981000

Overhead shower
# 34610000

Raindance Royale AIR
Overhead shower diameter 350 mm

Axor Body spray
with square escutcheon

Wall plate for overhead shower

# 28420000

# 28469000

# 34612000

Shower arm, 470 mm projection

Shower arm for overhead shower
230 mm projection

# 27410000

# 27412000

Ceiling connection 100 mm
(not shown)
# 27418000

Axor Citterio M
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Accessories
(suitable for Axor® Citterio M)

Wall/ceiling light
Individual

Wall/ceiling light
Twin

# 41556000

# 41566000

Toothbrush tumbler with holder

Soap dish

Liquid soap dispenser

# 41734000

# 41733000

# 41719000

Glass shelf
External dimensions 630 mm

Grab rail
External dimensions 334 mm

# 41550000

# 41730000
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Bath towel rail
External dimensions 854 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 654 mm

Twin towel holder
External dimensions 420 mm

Towel ring
External dimensions ø 177 mm

# 41780000

# 41760000

# 40820000

# 41721000

Towel hook

Roll holder

Spare roll holder

# 41537000

# 41738000

# 41528000

Chrome
(-000)
WC brush holder
(free-standing)

WC brush holder
(wall-mounted)

# 41536000

# 41735000

Axor Citterio M
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®
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Axor Uno 2
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Axor Uno 2

The continuation of a success story: In the language
of form, unmistakably Axor Uno, but being slimmer
still, more geometric and very minimalist. Axor Uno2
is a classic example of versatility. It provides a
welcome alternative for contemporary bathroom
design, at home wherever design, architecture
and individuality are an absolute must. Glamorous
or discrete, purist or extravagant, Bauhaus or
post modernism: Axor Uno2 will always fit the
bill – enhancing the bathroom with amazing new
perspectives.

Axor Uno 2
designed by Phoenix Design

®
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Axor Uno

designed by Phoenix Design
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®

®
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Axor ® Uno 2
Basin

Single lever basin mixer
# 38020000

Single lever basin mixer
without waste
# 38022000

Single lever basin mixer
with copper pipes

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins

# 38025000

# 38030000

# 38035000

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls
without waste

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls without waste

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls

# 38031000

# 38027000

# 38024000

Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation
with plate, spout 225 mm projection
Finish set # 38115000
Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation
with plate, spout 165 mm projection
(not shown)
Finish set # 38112000
Basic set # 13622180

Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation
with single collars,
spout 225 mm projection
Finish set # 38116000
Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation
with single collars,
spout 165 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 38113000
Basic set # 13622180

3-hole basin mixer

Pillar tap
(cold water only)

# 38053000

# 38130000
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Twin-handle basin mixer
with high spout

Twin-handle basin mixer
for small basins

# 38040000

# 38045000

Single lever basin mixer
with high spout, without waste
# 38047000

Wash bowl 600 mm

Wash bowl 800 mm

# 42305000

# 42300000

Bidet

Bath

Single lever bidet mixer

Twin-handle bidet mixer

# 38210000

# 38222000

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 38420000

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 38425000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 38427000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Bath spout 188 mm projection
# 38410000

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 38480000
Basic set # 13550180

4-hole bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 38444000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 13444180

4-hole bath mixer for installation
onto tiled surround
Finish set # 38454000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

4-hole bath mixer for installation
on the tub rim with thermostat
Finish set # 38461000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

# 14445180

# 15460180

4-hole bath mixer with thermostat
Finish set for installation
onto tiled surround (not shown)
Finish set # 38466000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 15465180

Axor Uno2
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Shower

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 38620000

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 38625000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Thermostat/Valve

Bath thermostat for exposed ﬁtting

Shower thermostat for exposed ﬁtting

# 13241000

# 13261000

Thermostat for concealed installation
Finish set # 38375000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation
Finish set # 38715000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ and diverter
valve for concealed installation
Finish set # 38720000
Thermostat with shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 38700000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 38976000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180
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Trio®/Quattro® diverter valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 38933000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Wall outlet with integrated shut-oﬀ valve
# 38882000

Shower/Support

Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
Hand shower
# 28519000

Shower set
consisting of Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet
hand shower, wall bar 90 cm
and shower hose 160 cm

Shower support
# 28331000

Wall outlet de Luxe
with non-return valve
# 27451000

# 27986000

Wall bar 90 cm and
shower hose 160 cm
(not shown)
# 27989000

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm

# 28494000

# 28484000

Raindance Royale AIR
Overhead shower diameter 350 mm

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm
(not shown)

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm
(not shown)

Shower arm, 470 mm projection

# 28420000

# 28484000

# 28494000

# 27410000

Ceiling connection 100 mm

Shower arm, 241 mm projection

Ceiling connection 100 mm
(not shown)

# 27479000

# 27409000

Shower arm, 389 mm projection
(not shown)

# 27418000

# 27413000

Axor Body spray
with round escutcheon
# 28464000

Axor Uno2
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Accessories

Wall/ceiling light
Individual

Wall/ceiling light
Twin

# 41556000

# 41566000

Liquid soap dispenser

Glass shelf
External dimensions 630 mm

# 41519000

Toothbrush tumbler with holder

Soap dish

# 41534000

# 41533000

# 41550000

Grab rail
External dimensions 418 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 938 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 738 mm

# 41530000

# 41580000

# 41560000
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Accessories

Towel hook

Towel holder, single arm
External dimensions 426 mm

Twin towel holder
External dimensions 420 mm

Towel ring
External dimensions ø 177 mm

# 41520000

# 40820000

# 41521000

Roll holder

Spare roll holder

# 41538000

# 41528000

WC brush holder
(free-standing)

WC brush holder
(wall-mounted)

# 41536000

# 41535000

# 41537000

Kitchen

Chrome
(-000)
Single lever kitchen mixer

Twin-handle kitchen mixer

# 38830, - 000, -800*

# 38840, - 000, -800*

*-800 Surface ﬁnish steel-optic

*-800 Surface ﬁnish steel-optic

Axor Uno2
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Basin

Single lever basin mixer
with Zero handle

Single lever basin mixer
with U-handle

# 38000000

# 38001000

Single lever basin mixer
with Zero handle, without waste

Single lever basin mixer
with U-handle, without waste

# 38006000

# 38007000

Single lever basin mixer
with Zero handle, with copper pipes

Single lever basin mixer
with U-handle, with copper pipes

# 38003000

# 38004000

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins
with Zero handle

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins
with U-handle

# 38005000

# 38015000

Bidet

3-hole basin mixer
# 38033000

3-hole basin mixer
for concealed installation,
spout 173 mm projection
Finish set # 38043000
Basic set # 10303180

Single lever bidet mixer
with Zero handle

Single lever bidet mixer
with U-handle

# 38200000

# 38201000

Bath

3-hole bidet mixer
# 38203000
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Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
with Zero handle

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
with U-handle

# 38400000

# 38401000

Shower

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Zero handle
Finish set # 38405000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Zero handle, with Safety function
Finish set # 38407000
iBox ® universal basic set

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with U-handle
Finish set # 38415000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with U-handle, with Safety function
Finish set # 38417000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
with Zero handle

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
with U-handle

# 38600000

# 38601000

Showers

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
with Zero handle
Finish set # 38605000
iBox ® universal basic set

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
with U-handle
Finish set # 38615000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Hand shower
# 38850000

Shower set
consisting of hand shower,
wall bar 90 cm and
shower hose 160 cm
# 27985000

Wall bar 90 cm and
shower hose 160 cm
(not shown)
# 27989000

Kitchen

Chrome
(-000)
Single lever kitchen mixer
# 14850, - 000, -750**

Single lever kitchen mixer
for combination boilers
# 14852, - 000, -750**

Single lever kitchen mixer
with integrated shut-oﬀ valve
# 14855, - 000, -750**

**-750 Surface ﬁnish Alux

Axor Uno
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Axor Steel

The word speaks for itself: Stainless Steel.
No other material is so durable, so hygienic,
so environmentally friendly and so easy to clean.
Axor Steel, the collection of fittings made from
Original Stainless Steel relies not only on its inner
values, but also captivates through its forms. Only
two elements were necessary for that: the circle
and the right angle. Pure geometry and a classic
material – the result is an authentic and unique
collection for today, tomorrow and the day after
tomorrow.

®
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Axor ® Steel ®
Basin

# 35022800

Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation,
with escutcheon plate,
spout 221 mm projection
Finish set # 35115800
Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation,
with escutcheon plate,
spout 161 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 35112800
Basic set # 13622180

Bidet

Bath

Single lever bidet mixer

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

Single lever basin mixer
# 35002800

Single lever basin mixer
without waste
# 35028800

Single lever basin mixer
with copper pipes
# 35014800

Single lever basin mixer
for combination boilers

# 35202800

# 35402800

Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation
with single ﬂanges,
spout 221 mm projection
Finish set # 35116800
Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation
with single ﬂanges,
spout 161 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 35113800
Basic set # 13622180

3-hole basin mixer

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 35425800
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 35427800
iBox ® universal basic set

Bath spout
180 mm projection

# 01800180

4-hole bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 35444800*
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

4-hole bath mixer for installation
onto tiled surround
Finish set # 35454800*
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

# 13444180

# 14445180
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# 35033800

# 35412800

Bath

Shower

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 35480800*
Basic set # 13550180

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 35602800

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 35625800
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Thermostat/Valve

Bath thermostat for exposed ﬁtting

Shower thermostat for exposed ﬁtting

# 13241800*

# 13261800*

Thermostat for concealed installation
Finish set # 35710800
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation
Finish set # 35715800
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ and diverter
valve for concealed installation
Finish set # 35720800
Thermostat with shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 35700800
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Shower/Support

Shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 35970800*
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 35930800*
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Raindance S 150 AIR
Hand shower

Hand shower
# 35852800*

# 28505800*

Axor Steel
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Shower/Support

Wall bar 90 cm,
hose 160 cm

Shower support

Wall outlet

# 35512800

# 35884800

# 27941800*

Wall outlet with back-ﬂow preventer
# 35888800

Wall outlet with integrated shut-oﬀ valve
(not shown)
# 35882800*

Accessories

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm

# 28494800*

# 28484800*

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm
(not shown)

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm
(not shown)

# 28484800*

# 28494800*

Ceiling connection 100 mm

Shower arm, 241 mm projection

# 27479800*

Axor Body spray
with round escutcheon

Wall light
# 41256800

# 28464800*

# 27409800*

Shower arm, 389 mm projection
(not shown)
# 27413800*

Toothbrush tumbler with holder

Soap dish

Liquid soap dispenser

# 41834800

# 41833800

# 41819800*

Towel hook
# 41881800

Single hook
# 41839800
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Accessories

Glass shelf
External dimensions 630 mm

Grab rail
External dimensions 332 mm

# 41250800

# 41830800

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 652 mm
# 41860800

External dimensions 852 mm
(not shown)
# 41880800

Twin towel holder
External dimensions 420 mm

Towel ring
External dimensions ø 208 mm

Roll holder with cover

Spare roll holder

# 41838800

# 41828800

# 41820800

# 41821800

Roll holder without cover (not shown)
# 41236800

Kitchen

Stainless steel
(-800)
WC brush holder
(wall-mounted)

Kitchen mixer with pull-out spout

# 41835800

Kitchen mixer with pull-out spout
for combination boilers

# 35807800

# 35813800

*Product not entirely made from
stainless steel, matching surface ﬁnish.
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®
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Axor Terrano

The longing for a sense of security and quality of
life ﬁnds expression in the Country House Style.
Axor Terrano allows you to bring it into your own
bathroom. With a design that is as original as it is
timeless, Axor Terrano can be interpreted in diverse
ways – completely modern or rather traditional.
In whatever way, Axor Terrano blends perfectly into
the urban ambiance.

®
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Axor ® Terrano ®
Basin

Single lever basin mixer
# 37001000

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins (not shown)

Single lever basin mixer
for wash bowls
# 37020000

Twin-handle basin mixer
with swivel spout

Pillar tap
(cold water only)

# 37030000

# 37130000

Twin-handle basin mixer
with swivel spout
for small basins (not shown)

# 37015000

# 37035000

3-hole basin mixer
with cross head handles
# 37133000

3-hole basin mixer
with lever handles (not shown)
# 37135000

3-hole basin mixer
with lever handles
and high swivel spout
# 37136000

3-hole basin mixer
with cross head handles
and high swivel spout (not shown)
# 37134000

3-hole basin mixer
with cross head handles
for wall mounting
spout 151 mm projection
Finish set # 37313000
3-hole basin mixer
with cross head handles
for wall mounting
spout 224 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 37146000
Basic set # 10303180

3-hole basin mixer
with lever handles
for wall mounting
spout 151 mm projection
Finish set # 37315000
3-hole basin mixer
with lever handles
for wall mounting
spout 224 mm projection (not shown)
Finish set # 37147000
Basic set # 10303180

3-hole bidet mixer
with cross head handles

Bidet

Wash bowl 800 mm

Single lever bidet mixer

Twin-handle bidet mixer

# 42300000

# 37200000

# 37230000

Wash bowl 600 mm (not shown)

# 37233000

# 42305000

3-hole bidet mixer
with lever handles (not shown)
# 37235000
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Bath

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

Twin-handle bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

# 37400000

# 37432000

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 37455000
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 37417000
iBox ® universal basic set

Twin-handle bath mixer
with lever handles for wall mounting
Finish set # 37425000
Twin-handle bath mixer
with cross head handles
for wall mounting (not shown)
Finish set # 37423000
Basic set # 10422180

# 01800180

Bath spout
151 mm projection
# 37410000

4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 37445000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system # 13444180
4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles for installation onto tiled
surround (not shown)
Finish set # 37453000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system # 14445180

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim,
with cross head handles
Finish set # 37480000
2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim,
with lever handles (not shown)
Finish set # 37482000
Basic set # 13550180

4-hole bath mixer with thermostat
with cross head handles for installation
on the tub rim (not shown)
Finish set # 37461000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system # 15460180
4-hole bath mixer with thermostat
with cross head handles for installation
onto tiled surround (not shown)
Finish set # 37466000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system # 15465180

4-hole bath mixer with lever handles,
with high spout, for installation
on the tub rim
Finish set # 37448000
4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles, with high spout for installation
on the tub rim (not shown)
Finish set # 37447000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles, with high spout for installation
onto tiled surround (not shown)
Finish set # 37456000
4-hole bath mixer with lever handles,
with high spout for installation
onto tiled surround (not shown)
Finish set # 37457000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

# 13444180

# 14445180

4-hole bath mixer with lever handles
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 37446000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 13444180

4-hole bath mixer with thermostat
with cross head handles for installation
on the tub rim (not shown)
Finish set # 37454000
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 14445180

Axor Terrano
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Shower

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

Twin-handle shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

# 37600000

# 37632000

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 37655000
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Thermostat/Valve

Showerpipe
consisting of thermostat for exposed
ﬁtting, overhead shower 240 mm,
hand shower, shower hose and
shower holder

Bath thermostat
for exposed ﬁtting,
with cross head handle

Shower thermostat
for exposed ﬁtting,
with cross head handle

# 37241000

# 37261000

Thermostat for concealed installation
with shut-oﬀ and diverter valve,
with cross head handle
Finish set # 37725000
Thermostat for concealed installation
with diverter valve,
with cross head handle
Finish set # 37705000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat for concealed installation
with shut-oﬀ and diverter valve,
with lever handle
Finish set # 37720000
Thermostat for concealed installation
with diverter valve,
with lever handle
Finish set # 37700000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

# 37670000

Thermostat for concealed installation
with cross head handle
Finish set # 37715000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation,
with cross head handle
Finish set # 37716000
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat for concealed installation,
with lever handle
Finish set # 37710000
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation,
with lever handle
Finish set # 37711000
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180
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Thermostat/Valve

Shut-oﬀ valve for concealed installation
with cross head handle
Finish set # 37965000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Shut-oﬀ valve for concealed installation
with lever handle
Finish set # 37960000
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter for concealed
installation, with cross head handle
Finish set # 37925000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter for concealed
installation, with lever handle
Finish set # 37920000
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Shower/Support

Wall outlet
with shut-oﬀ valve
and cross head handle

Hand shower
# 36850000

# 37883000

Shower set
consisting of hand shower,
wall bar 90 cm
and shower hose 160 cm

Shower support
# 27521000

# 27976000

Shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation,
with lever handle (not shown)
# 37882000

Wall outlet

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm

# 27454000

# 28485000

Raindance Royale AIR
Overhead shower diameter 350 mm
(not shown)

Wall outlet with back-ﬂow preventer

Shower arm, 241 mm projection

# 27458000

# 27409000

# 28420000

Shower arm, 389 mm projection
(not shown)

Shower arm for
Raindance Royale AIR,
470 mm projection (not shown)

# 27413000

Ceiling connection 100 mm
(not shown)
# 27479000

Axor Body spray
with round escutcheon
# 28464000

# 27410000

Ceiling connection for
Raindance Royale AIR (not shown)
# 27418000

Axor Terrano
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Accessories

Wall/ceiling light
Individual

Wall/ceiling light
Twin

# 41356000

# 41366000

Soap dish

Liquid soap dispenser

# 41333000

# 41319000

Toothbrush tumbler with holder
# 41334000

Glass shelf
External dimensions 700 mm
# 40352000

Grab rail
External dimensions 334 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 854 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 654 mm

# 41330000

# 41380000

# 41360000
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Accessories

Towel holder, single arm
External dimensions 442 mm

Towel ring
External dimensions ø 177 mm

# 41337000

# 41320000

# 41321000

Single hook

Towel hook

# 41383000

Roll holder

Spare roll holder

# 41338000

# 41328000

Chrome
(-000)
WC brush holder
(free-standing)

WC brush holder
(wall-mounted)

# 41336000

# 41335000

Axor Terrano
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Axor Carlton

Nostalgia means longing – for times, places,
moments that perhaps we ourselves may have
only heard about – like the Roaring Twenties,
era of the chic Grand Hotels. Axor Carlton, the
classic mixer collection, has from the beginning
dedicated itself to this era of style. Rich in variety
and meticulous to the smallest detail, all these
beautiful pieces allow you to reminisce and live
out your fantasies. Trends come and go – but
Axor Carlton will survive and remain: nostalgic,
but classy.

®
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Axor ® Carlton ®
Basin

Single lever basin mixer
# 17010, - 000, - 090

Single lever basin mixer
without waste

Single lever basin mixer
for small basins

Twin-handle basin mixer
with ﬁxed spout

# 17015, - 000, - 090

# 17032, - 000, - 090

Twin-handle basin mixer
with swivel spout
# 17030, - 000, - 090

Twin-handle basin mixer
with swivel spout
for small basins (not shown)

# 17018, - 000, - 090

# 17035, - 000, - 090

3-hole basin mixer
with cross head handles
for small basins

3-hole basin mixer
with lever handles
for small basins

# 17123, - 000, - 090

# 17125, - 000, - 090

Twin-handle bidet mixer
with swivel spout

3-hole bidet mixer
with cross head handles

3-hole bidet mixer
with lever handles

# 17230, - 000, - 090

# 17233, - 000, - 090

# 17235, - 000, - 090

3-hole basin mixer
with cross head handles

3-hole basin mixer
with lever handles

# 17133, - 000, - 090

# 17135, - 000, - 090

Bidet

Single lever bidet mixer
# 17210, - 000, - 090
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Bath

Single lever bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

Twin-handle bath mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

Twin-handle bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim

# 17410, - 000, - 090

# 17430, - 000, - 090

# 17470, - 000, - 090

Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 17415, - 000, - 090
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation,
with Safety function
Finish set # 17417, - 000, - 090
iBox ® universal basic set

Bath spout
172 mm projection
# 11410, - 000, - 090

# 01800180

4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 17444, - 000, - 090
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 13444180

4-hole bath mixer with cross head
handles for installation onto tiled
surround (not shown)
Finish set # 17451*, - 000, - 090
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 14445180

4-hole bath mixer with lever handles
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 17445*, - 000, - 090
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 13444180

4-hole bath mixer with thermostat
with cross head handles for installation
on the tub rim (not shown)
Finish set # 17455*, - 000, - 090
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system
# 14445180

*Hand shower with white handle.
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Bath

4-hole bath mixer with thermostat
with cross head handle for installation
on the tub rim
Finish set # 17461*, - 000, - 090
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

4-hole bath mixer with thermostat
with cross head handles for installation
onto tiled surround (not shown)
Finish set # 17466*, - 000, - 090
Basic set with
Secuﬂex ® -hose system

# 15460180

# 15465180

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim,
with cross head handles
Finish set # 17480, - 000, - 090
Basic set # 13550180

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim,
with lever handles
Finish set # 17482, - 000, - 090
Basic set # 13550180

Shower

Single lever shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

Twin-handle shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting

# 17610, - 000, - 090

# 17630, - 000, - 090

Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
Finish set # 17615, - 000, - 090
iBox ® universal basic set
# 01800180

Thermostat/Valve

Showerpipe
consisting of thermostat for exposed
ﬁtting, overhead shower 240 mm,
hand shower, shower hose and
shower holder
# 17670*, - 000, - 090

*Hand shower with white handle.
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Bath thermostat for exposed ﬁtting
with cross head handle

Shower thermostat for exposed ﬁtting
with cross head handle

# 17241, - 000, - 090

# 17261, - 000, - 090

Thermostat/Valve

Thermostat for concealed installation
with cross head handle
Finish set # 17715, - 000, - 090
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation,
with cross head handle
Finish set # 17716, - 000, - 090
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat for concealed installation,
with lever handle
Finish set # 17710, - 000, - 090
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation,
with lever handle
Finish set # 17712, - 000, - 090
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Shut-oﬀ valve for concealed installation
with cross head handle
Finish set # 17965, - 000, - 090
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Shut-oﬀ valve for concealed installation
with lever handle
Finish set # 17960, - 000, - 090
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180

Wall outlet
with shut-oﬀ valve
and cross head handle

Wall outlet
with shut-oﬀ valve
and lever handle

# 17883, - 000, - 090

# 17882, - 000, - 090

Thermostat for concealed installation
with shut-oﬀ and diverter valve,
with cross head handle
Finish set # 17725, - 000, - 090
Thermostat for concealed installation
with diverter valve,
with cross head handle (not shown)
Finish set # 17705, - 000, - 090
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat for concealed installation
with shut-oﬀ and diverter valve,
with lever handle
Finish set # 17720, - 000, - 090
Thermostat for concealed installation
with diverter valve,
with lever handle (not shown)
Finish set # 17700, - 000, - 090
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter for concealed
installation, with cross head handle
Finish set # 17925, - 000, - 090
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter for concealed
installation, with lever handle
Finish set # 17920, - 000, - 090
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Axor Carlton
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Shower/Support

Hand shower
# 17850*, - 000, - 090

Shower set
consisting of hand shower,
wall bar 90 cm
and shower hose 160 cm

Shower support

Wall outlet

# 27521000

# 27454000

Wall outlet with back-ﬂow preventer
# 27458000

# 27947*, - 000, - 090

*Hand shower with white handle.

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm

# 28474000

# 28487000

Raindance Royale AIR
Overhead shower diameter 350 mm

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm
(not shown)

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm
(not shown)

Shower arm, 470 mm projection

# 28487000

# 28474000

# 27410000

Ceiling connection 100 mm

Shower arm, 241 mm projection

Ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)

# 27409000

# 27418000

# 27479000

# 28420000

Shower arm, 389 mm projection
(not shown)
# 27413000

Accessories

Axor Body spray
with round escutcheon
# 28464, - 000, - 090
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Wall light

Toothbrush tumbler with holder

# 41456, - 000, - 090

# 41434, - 000, - 090

Accessories

Soap dish

Liquid soap dispenser

# 41433, - 000, - 090

# 41419, - 000, - 090

Glass shelf
External dimensions 700 mm
# 40352, - 000, - 090

Grab rail
External dimensions 345 mm
# 41430, - 000, - 090

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 665 mm
(not shown)

Towel holder
Single arm
External dimensions 428 mm

Towel ring
Internal dimensions ø 177 mm
# 41421, - 000, - 090

# 41420, - 000, - 090

Towel hook
# 41337000

Double hook
# 41383000

# 41406, - 000, - 090

External dimensions 865 mm
(not shown)
# 41408, - 000, - 090

Chrome
(-000)
Chrome/
Gold-Optic
(-090)
Roll holder

Spare roll holder

# 41438, - 000, - 090

# 41428, - 000, - 090

WC brush holder
(wall-mounted)
# 41435, - 000, - 090

Axor Carlton
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Axor Montreux
®
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Axor Montreux

Axor Montreux
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Axor Montreux

Time to reflect: on history, true values and the art
of living. Authentically designed in the style of
the Belle Époque, the Axor Montreux bathroom
collection revives this exciting era between
monarchy and modernity, romantic spas and the
industrial revolution. Mixing styles is one of the
latest trends in architecture and ambience. Classical
mixes with modern, baroque with futuristic. The
clear geometry offers Axor Montreux a vast
playground in which to realise the most diverse
bathroom solutions.

Axor Montreux
designed by Phoenix Design

®

Axor Montreux
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Axor ® Montreux
Basin

# 16502, - 000, -820, -830

Twin-handle basin mixer
for small basins

Twin-handle basin mixer without waste

# 16505, - 000, -820, -830

Twin-handle basin mixer

Twin-handle basin mixer

3-hole basin mixer

# 16510, - 000, -820, -830

# 16513, - 000, -820, -830

# 16506, - 000, -820, -830

Twin-handle basin mixer
with copper pipes
# 16504, - 000, -820, -830

Bidet

3-hole wall mounted basin mixer
Finish set # 16532, - 000, -820, -830
Basic set # 10303180

Pillar tap
(cold water only)

Twin-handle bidet mixer

3-hole bidet mixer

# 16520, - 000, -820, -830

# 16523, - 000, -820, -830

# 16530, - 000, -820, -830

Bath

Twin-handle bath mixer for
exposed ﬁtting with hand shower*

Twin-handle bath mixer for installation
on the tub rim with hand shower*

# 16540, - 000, -820, -830

# 16542, - 000, -820, -830

Twin-handle bath mixer for upright,
ﬂoorstanding installation,
with hand shower*
Finish set # 16547, - 000, -820, -830
Basic set # 16549180

*Hand shower with white handle.
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Bath

4-hole bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 16546*, - 000, -820, -830
Basic set # 13444180

2-hole thermostatic bath mixer
for installation on the tub rim
Finish set # 16480, - 000, -820, -830
Basic set # 13550180

4-hole bath mixer for installation
onto tiled surround
Finish set # 16544*, - 000, -820, -830
Basic set # 14445180

Bath spout
179 – 233 mm projection
# 16541, - 000, -820, -830

Shower

Twin-handle shower mixer
for exposed ﬁtting
# 16560, - 000, -820, -830

Showerpipe
consisting of thermostat for exposed
ﬁtting, overhead shower 240 mm,
hand shower*, ﬂexible hose and
shower support
# 16570, - 000, -820, -830

*Hand shower with white handle.

Axor Montreux
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Thermostat/Valve

Bath thermostat for exposed ﬁtting

Shower thermostat for exposed ﬁtting

# 16241, - 000, -820, -830

# 16261, - 000, -820, -830

Thermostat for concealed installation
Finish set # 16810, - 000, -820, -830
Highﬂow thermostat
for concealed installation
Finish set # 16815, - 000, -820, -830
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 16800, - 000, -820, -830
iBox ® universal basic set

Thermostat with shut-oﬀ and diverter
valve for concealed installation
Finish set # 16820, - 000, -820, -830
iBox ® universal basic set

# 01800180

# 01800180

Trio®/Quattro® diverter valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 16830, - 000, -820, -830
Basic set
Trio® # 15981180
Quattro® # 15930180

Fixﬁt Stop

# 01800180

Shut-oﬀ valve
for concealed installation
Finish set # 16871, - 000, -820, -830
Basic set
with spindle # 15973180
ceramic seal # 15974180
with spindle # 15970180
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# 16882, - 000, -820, -830

Shower/Support

Hand shower*
# 16320, - 000, -820, -830

Shower set
consisting of hand shower*,
wall bar 90 cm
and shower hose 160 cm

Shower support

Fixﬁt wall outlet

# 16325, - 000, -820, -830

# 16884, - 000, -820, -830

# 27982, - 000, -820, -830

*Hand shower with white handle.

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm

# 28474, - 000, -820, -830

# 28487, - 000, -820, -830

Overhead shower diameter 180 mm
(not shown)

Overhead shower diameter 240 mm
(not shown)

# 28487, - 000, -820, -830

# 28474, - 000, -820, -830

Ceiling connection 100 mm

Shower arm, 241 mm projection

# 27479, - 000, -820, -830

# 27409, - 000, -820, -830

Axor Body spray
with round escutcheon
# 28464, - 000, -820, -830

Shower arm, 389 mm projection
(not shown)
# 27413, - 000, -820, -830

Axor Montreux
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Accessories

Single light

Tumbler with toothbrush holder

Toothbrush tumbler with holder

Liquid soap dispenser

# 42056, - 000, -820, -830

# 42034, - 000, -820, -830

# 42134, - 000, -820, -830

# 42019, - 000, -820, -830

Soap dish

Soap basket wall mounted

Soap basket Unica®

# 42033, - 000, -820, -830

# 42065, - 000, -820, -830

# 42066, - 000, -820, -830

Grab rail
External dimensions 463 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 983 mm

Bath towel rail
External dimensions 783 mm

# 42030, - 000, -820, -830

# 42080, - 000, -820, -830

# 42060, - 000, -820, -830
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Accessories

Towel holder, single arm
External dimensions 433 mm

Towel ring
Internal dimensions ø 208 mm

# 42020, - 000, -820, -830

# 42021, - 000, -820, -830

Roll holder

Spare roll holder

# 42036, - 000, -820, -830

# 42028, - 000, -820, -830

Towel hook
# 42137, - 000, -820, -830

WC brush holder
(wall-mounted)

Shaving mirror, extractable
# 42090, - 000, -820, -830

# 42035, - 000, -820, -830

Kitchen

Chrome
(-000)

Brushed Nickel
(-820)

Polished Nickel
(-830)
Twin-handle kitchen mixer

Twin-handle kitchen mixer

# 16802, - 000, -820

# 16803, - 000, -820

The brushed nickel and polished nickel surfaces
are created with PVD technology, which makes
them extremely resistant to friction and scratches.

Axor Montreux
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Axor Kitchen mixers
®

You can eat purely to nourish your body, or for enjoyment. This is exactly the philosophy upon which
Axor kitchen fittings are based. As the objects most
frequently used in the kitchen, they need to be
practical. But at the same time, they are more than
mere water dispensers. Distinctive not only in terms
of quality and function but also thanks to their unusual design. The different design collections are as
individual as the people for whom they are made.
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Kitchen
Axor ® Starck

Axor® Starck
Single-lever kitchen mixer with cylindrical handle

Axor® Starck Semi-Pro
Single lever kitchen mixer

Axor® Starck Classic
Single lever kitchen mixer

# 10801000

# 10820000

# 10800000

Chrome
(-000)

Chrome
(-000)

Chrome
(-000)

Axor ® Citterio

Axor® Citterio
Single lever kitchen mixer ﬁxed spout

Axor® Citterio
Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray

Axor® Citterio Semi-Pro
Single lever kitchen mixer

# 39850, - 000, -800

# 39835, - 000, -800

# 39840, - 000, -800

Single lever kitchen mixer
for combination boilers
# 39852, - 000, -800
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Chrome
(-000)

Chrome
(-000)

Chrome
(-000)

Stainless
steel optic
(-800)

Stainless
steel optic
(-800)

Stainless
steel optic
(-800)

Axor ® Uno 2/Uno

Axor® Uno 2
Single lever kitchen mixer

Axor® Uno 2
Twin-handle kitchen mixer

# 38830, - 000, -800

# 38840, - 000, -800

Axor® Uno
Single lever kitchen mixer
# 14850, - 000, -750

Single lever kitchen mixer
for combination boilers
# 14852, - 000, -750

Chrome
(-000)

Chrome
(-000)

Stainless
steel optic
(-800)

Stainless
steel optic
(-800)

Single lever kitchen mixer
with integrated shut-oﬀ valve
(not shown)

Chrome
(-000)

# 14855, - 000, -750

Alux
(-750)

Axor ® Steel ®

Axor ® Montreux

Axor® Steel
Kitchen mixer with pull-out spout

Axor® Montreux
Twin-handle kitchen mixer

Axor® Montreux
Twin-handle kitchen mixer

# 35807800

# 16802, - 000, -820

# 16803, - 000, -820

Kitchen mixer with pull-out spout
for combination boilers
# 35813800

Stainless
steel
(-800)

Chrome
(-000)

Chrome
(-000)

Brushed
Nickel
(-820)

Brushed
Nickel
(-820)

Axor Kitchen mixers
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The Axor range is a classic example for perfectly
matching design collections, blending into the
most diverse lifestyles and bathroom settings. But
what if you still have a special wish? In this case,
Axor Manufaktur will provide you with a solution.
This is where Axor products are modified according
to your individual ideas, by giving them special
surface finishes, extending or shortening the mixers
and engraving your initials. The craftsmanship and
passion for detail of Axor Manufaktur helps you to
make your bathroom even more personal.

Axor Manufaktur
®
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Axor Manufaktur

Too short? Too long? We make it to suit: If possible, we will also modify the length of your fittings.

Here, your Axor fittings get special surface finishes, even your door
handles if you wish – for a completely custom-made bathroom.

Highly individual, in the Axor Manufaktur you can even have your
personal initials engraved into the fittings.

Axor Manufaktur
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For more information on
our Axor Collections and
the suitable ceramics please
have a look on
www.axor-design.com
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